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first report to that peculiar means of compelling acquiescence
with demands which they themselves might be next day forced
to employ, and the sight of the corpses of Sudooba and her
child excited them to fury Seizing whatever weapons first
presented themselves they ran to destroy the Chardeeas By
the tune that morning broke a crowd of Bhats was collected
around the reservoir in front of the college of Azim Khan, and
the once royal entrance to the Budder Ramchunder Molelkur,
the Peshwah's officer, became alarmed at the mass of people
which had collected, and the heavy gates of the Budder were
already swinging on their hinges, when Ootum, watching his
opportunity, rushed into the citadel, and threw himself on the
protection of the governor Another celebrated Chardeea,
named Jeewun Joweyree, escaped, also, and found shelter in the
Guikowar's Huwelee The whole of that day the Bhats, fast-
ing and thirsty, pursued the Chardeeas Some they beat,
others they wounded, and a few they put to death It is men-
tioned in a ballad which commemorates the e\ent, that one
Chardeea, who had concealed himself in a well, was drawn up
by the mob and torn to pieces
The next day the Bhats assembled at the Guikowar's
Huwelee, and shouted for the blood of Jeewun Joweyree The
commandant, who was a popular officer, remonstrated with
them, entreating them not to dishonour his government by
compelling him to surrender the Chardeea, and promising that
he would himself expel Jeewun Joweyree in a disgraceful
manner from the city In earnest of this he exhibited the
Chardeea to them bound, and with his face blackened The
Bhats were appeased by the exhibition, and withdrew
They were not, however, so easily induced to retire from the
Budder, and the Peshwah's governor was compelled to seat
Ootum on a donkey, and cause him to be conveyed, under the
protection of a guard of soldiers, to the Kalapoor gate, from
whence he was to be expelled the city The mob followed the
procession in silence until it had passed beyond the gate They
then pressed forward, and warned the Mahratta officers that it
was high tune they should secure their own retreat The bant
was not thrown away the guard hurriedly retired, and the
mob had now their victim in their hands They cast him from

